COEUR D’ALENE TRIBAL SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE AGENDA

OCTOBER 28, 2015

RED LION TEMPLIN’S HOTEL

POST FALLS, IDAHO

I. OVERVIEW OF SPOKANE-COEUR D’ALENE BASIN HYDROLOGY
   DALE RALSTON

II. STATE WATER LAW AND OVERVIEW OF STATE ADJUDICATION CLAIMS
    CARTER FRITSCHLE

III. COMPARISON OF CLAIMS TO WATER SUPPLY
     DAVE SHAW

IV. STATE INSTREAM FLOW WATER RIGHTS
    CLIVE STRONG

V. STATE COEUR D’ALENE LAKE LEVEL WATER RIGHT
    CLIVE STRONG

BREAK

VI. CLAIMANT / OBJECTOR CAUCUSES

VII. NEXT STEPS
     OPEN DISCUSSION

VIII. COMMENTS
     OPEN DISCUSSION

THE SETTLEMENT DISCUSSION WILL START AT 9:30 A.M. PACIFIC.